Abstract-Most existing approaches on sports video analysis have concentrated on semantic event detection. Sports professionals, however, are more interested in tactic analysis to help improve their performance. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to extract tactic information from the attack events in broadcast soccer video and present the events in a tactic mode to the coaches and sports professionals. We extract the attack events with far-view shots using the analysis and alignment of web-casting text and broadcast video. For a detected event, two tactic representations, aggregate trajectory and play region sequence, are constructed based on multi-object trajectories and field locations in the event shots. Based on the multi-object trajectories tracked in the shot, a weighted graph is constructed via the analysis of temporal-spatial interaction among the players and the ball. Using the Viterbi algorithm, the aggregate trajectory is computed based on the weighted graph. The play region sequence is obtained using the identification of the active field locations in the event based on line detection and competition network. The interactive relationship of aggregate trajectory with the information of play region and the hypothesis testing for trajectory temporal-spatial distribution are employed to discover the tactic patterns in a hierarchical coarse-to-fine framework. Extensive experiments on FIFA World Cup 2006 show that the proposed approach is highly effective.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PORTS content is expected to be a key driver for compelling new infotainment applications and services because of its mass appeal and inherent structures which are amenable for automatic processing. Due to its wide viewership and tremendous commercial value, there has been an explosive growth in the research area of sports video analysis [1] - [21] . From a sports-watcher point of view, only some portions in a sports video are worth viewing. These video segments of interest are the semantic events which have certain high-level concepts, such as goals in soccer games and homeruns in baseball games. The detection and extraction of game events can be achieved by semantic analysis of sports video, to which most of current research efforts have been devoted [1] - [11] .
Semantic analysis aims at detecting and extracting information that describes "facts" in a video, e.g., the "goal" events of a soccer match. In contrast, tactic analysis of sports video aims to recognize and discover tactic patterns and match strategies that teams or individual players used in the games. From the coach and sports professional point of view, they are more interested in the tactic strategies in the specific game events. Taking soccer game as an example, there is a great interest from the coaches and players in better understanding the process and patterns of attacks so that he/she is able to improve the team performance during the game and better adapt the training plan. Furthermore, soccer fans, especially the hardcore ones, may also be interested in the results from tactic perspective for enjoying soccer games with the additional information beyond traditional event "facts." Unfortunately, existing semantic approaches on sports video usually only summarize the extracted events and then present to the users directly without any further analysis on the tactics. Today, for sports professionals to obtain the results of tactic analysis, it is common for them to employ people to conduct the analysis manually. This process is labor-intensive, time-consuming and error-prone. Consequently, there exists a compelling case to automate sports tactic analysis. However, to the best of knowledge, immediately related work in the field is very limited.
In this paper, we propose a novel tactic analysis approach on broadcast soccer games. As the most representative genre of the team sports, the soccer game tends to follow the trend of a group cooperation of players from the tactic perspective to compete with the opponent team and to achieve the final goals. Tactic analysis and summarization for the soccer game can potentially offer assistance to the coaches, players and professionals on improving their own skills and studying the opponent strategies. The tactics used in the soccer game is characterized by the behavior of individual player (e.g., positions of the player in the field) and the interaction among the players and the ball (e.g., ball passing from one player to others). The trajectories of the players and the ball can reflect such characterization, in which we can locate players and analyze their mutual relationship. In addition, the active field regions of event occurrence provide an indispensable clue for the discovery of tactic process in terms of the spatial distribution. The reason we use broadcast video for tactic analysis is twofold: 1) Because broadcast video has been widely used for sports game broadcasting, it is easy to access and record broadcast video; and 2) Since broadcast video is a post-edited video where the broadcast sequence feed is selected from the composition of multiple camera feeds according to the broadcast director's instruction, multimodal information (e.g., shot transition, visual, audio, and text) can be employed for event detection in broadcast video. Fig. 1 illustrates the flowchart of our proposed approach which consists of semantic-level and tactic-level soccer game analysis. In the semantic level, the attack events in broadcast soccer video are accurately detected using the multimodal method based on the analysis and alignment of web-casting text and broadcast video. The far-view shots in the events are then identified and aggregated. Far-view shots present the entire process of the attack events and are able to facilitate multi-object detection/tracking and active play region identification. In tactic level, tactic information extraction, representation, and recognition are conducted. Similar to semantic analysis in which the semantic representation is constructed from video content, we need to extract proper clues from the video and construct an effective representation to discover soccer game tactics. Being the salient objects in the games, the movement of the players and the ball is an important piece of information for tactic analysis. In our approach, a multi-object detection and tracking method is employed to obtain the players and the ball trajectories in the attack events. The other fundamental tactic information is extracted from the active field regions in the event based on line detection and competition network. A new temporal-spatial interaction analysis method is proposed to construct the two tactic representations for an event, which are aggregate trajectory and play region sequence, based on multi-object trajectories and field locations. The tactic analysis for the attack events is achieved by recognizing strategic patterns composed of route pattern and interaction pattern. The play region sequence is used to deduce the route pattern, e.g., side-attack and center-attack. The interaction pattern recognition is formatted into a hierarchical coarse-to-fine scheme based on the aggregate trajectory. At the coarse level, the attacks are classified into cooperative pattern where the attack is implemented by multiple players via ball passing, and individual pattern where the attack is implemented by only one player. The coarse patterns are then classified into four elaborated scenarios: unhindered-attack and interceptive-attack for cooperative pattern, direct-attack and dribbling-attack for individual pattern. The detailed description of four tactic patterns is listed in Table I . Finally, the classified patterns of the attack event with other related information are presented to the professional users in a tactic mode. In our previous work [12] , preliminary results of tactic analysis of the goal events in broadcast soccer video were reported. Compared with our previous work, a number of significant improvements have been made in this paper. Firstly, the multi-object detection and tracking method used in [12] is enhanced by using probabilistic support vector classification [33] for the construction of proposal distribution in the particle filter to eliminate the mutual occlusion among the players. Secondly, the graph modeling is introduced for trajectory temporal-spatial analysis to increase the robustness of original algorithm, where the temporal relationship between the successive trajectory segments is considered. The Viterbi algorithm is employed to compute the aggregate trajectory based on the constructed weighted graph. Thirdly, with the assistance of more comprehensive keywords definition for web-casting text analysis, the original tactic pattern recognition approach is extended to more general attack events in broadcast soccer video which include not only the scoring (goal) events but also the non-scoring events.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the existing work related to semantic and tactic analysis of sports (soccer) video. Section III presents the approach of attack event extraction using multimodal method with the combination of web-casting text analysis and game time recognition. In Section IV, we describe the method to extract the tactic information and construct tactic representations from the attack event in broadcast soccer video. Section V describes the details of tactic pattern analysis for the soccer game based on the constructed tactic representations. The scenario of tactic mode presentation is presented in Section VI. In Section VII, experimental results are reported and discussed. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the state-of-art in sports video/game analysis in terms of semantic event extraction and tactic strategy analysis corresponding to the two levels in the framework of our proposed approach.
A. Semantic Event Extraction for Sports Videos
Extensive research efforts have been devoted to sports video event detection and semantic extraction. The existing approaches can be classified into two classes: video content based and external sources based.
1) Event Extraction Based on Video Content Only:
To identify certain events from lengthy sports video documents, most of existing approaches used audio/visual/textual features directly extracted from video content and built various models to detect event and recognize semantics [1] - [9] . These approaches can be further classified into single-modality based and multimodality based. Single-modality based approaches only use single stream in sports video for event detection in terms of visual [1] - [8] , audio [3] , and text [4] . The single-modality based approaches have low computational load, but the accuracy of event detection is low because the content of sports video is intrinsically multimodal while only using single modality is not able to fully characterize the events in sports video. In order to improve the robustness of event detection, multimodality based approaches were employed for semantic extraction in sports video. For example, audio/visual features were utilized for highlight extraction [6] , [7] , and audio/visual/textual features were utilized for event detection [5] , [9] .
Due to the semantic gap between low-level features and highlevel semantics as well as dynamic structures of different sports games, it is difficult to use the above video content based approaches to address following challenges: 1) achieving ideally high event detection accuracy, 2) recognizing the event detail, e.g., who scores the goal and how the goal is scored, and 3) providing a generic event detection framework for different sports games.
2) Event Extraction Based on External Sources:
The limitation of event detection approaches based on video content only motivates us to use external sources related to sports video to assist semantic analysis. There are two external sources that can be used for sports event extraction: closed caption and web which are both text sources. Incorporation of text into sports video analysis is able to help bridge the semantic gap between low-level features and high-level events and thus facilitates the sports video semantic analysis.
Closed caption is a manually tagged transcript from speech to text and encoded into video signals. It has been used for sports video semantic analysis [17] . However, closed caption contains a lot of information irrelevant to the games and lacks of a well-defined structure. On the other hand, currently closed caption is only available for certain sports videos and in certain countries. In addition to closed caption, the information in the web was also utilized to assist sports video analysis. Xu and Chua [11] proposed an approach to utilize match report and game log obtained from web to assist event detection in soccer video. In our previous work [10] , Xu et al. proposed a live soccer event detection system using web-casting text and broadcast video and conducted a live trial on FIFA World Cup 2006. The results are encouraging and comparable to the manually detected events.
B. Tactic Strategy Analysis for Sports Games
Most existing approaches for tactic analysis of sports are focused on the tennis game because its game field and the number of players participating in the match are both relatively small. The key techniques used in these approaches are tracking the trajectories of the players and the ball with the assistance of domain knowledge [13] - [16] and recognizing the actions of the players [9] . Sudhir et al. [13] exploited the domain knowledge of tennis video to develop a court line detection algorithm and a player tracking algorithm to identify tactics-related events. Pingali et al. [14] presented a real time tracking approach for the players and the ball in the tennis game to obtain the temporal-spatial trajectories which can provide a wealth of information about the game. This work was based on specific-set camera system. In [15] , the tennis games were attempted to be classified into 58 winning patterns for training purpose based on tracking the ball movement from broadcast video. Wang et al. [16] presented a novel approach for tennis video indexing by mining the salient tactic patterns in the match process. Unlike trajectory-based algorithm, a novel action-driven tactic analysis approach was proposed in [9] for the tennis game, which is able to discover the insight of the stroke performance of the players. For other sports, a tactic analysis system for American football games was reported in [17] based on the extracted semantic events, e.g., kickoffs and touchdowns. In [18] , Han et al. proposed a digest system for baseball game, which is able to infer the match strategies. However, these methods are limited for deep tactic analysis because they are based on event-driven indexing of video contents and usually inflexible and intractable in tactic summarization. Furthermore, the nature of the interaction among the players (or players and ball), which is critical for acquiring the match strategies, has not been adequately addressed.
Little work [19] - [21] attempted to conduct tactic analysis for soccer games. In [19] , the players' positions were estimated from the soccer game image sequence which was captured by a multiple and fixed cameras system, and then transformed to real soccer field space using camera calibration technique. By introducing the notion of minimum moving time pattern and dominant region of a player, the tactic strategy of a soccer team was evaluated. In [20] , a study was conducted on the discovery of meaningful pass patterns and sequences from time-series recorded data of soccer games. An evaluation model was proposed in [21] to quantitatively evaluate the performance of soccer players, using the relationship between the trajectories of twenty-two players and a ball as input and having the performance evaluation of several players in a quantitative way as output. However, the existing work was based on the multicamera-recorded [19] , human-labeled [20] and computer-simulated [21] trajectory data which has strong limitation and less challenge for object tracking and pattern discovery using broadcast video.
C. Our Contribution
Existing approaches for soccer video analysis mostly focused on event-driven indexing of video content, which cannot provide detailed tactic information used in the game. Little work on tactic analysis used non-broadcast video [20] , [21] or had to conduct the camera calibration [19] on broadcast video, which are very difficult or impossible to be adapted to wide applications. In this paper, we propose a novel tactic analysis approach for the attack events in broadcast soccer video.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
1) Two novel tactic representations, aggregate trajectory and play region sequence, are proposed, which are constructed based on multiple trajectories and active field locations using the analysis of temporal and spatial interaction of the players and the ball. 2) A hierarchical coarse-to-fine framework is proposed to identify the tactic strategies of the attack events including route pattern and interaction pattern. The inference using play region sequence, the parsing by temporal-spatial object interaction and the hypothesis testing for distribution of aggregate trajectory are employed in the analysis, respectively. 3) An improving tracking strategy based on our previous work [26] is applied to players and ball detection and tracking with the integration of particle filter and support vector machine. 4) Compared with existing work [19] - [21] , our approach is implemented on broadcast video, which is widely used in the real applications.
III. MATH ATTACK EVENT EXTRACTION FROM BROADCAST SOCCER VIDEO
We adopt an effective detection method to extract the attack events from broadcast soccer video by combining the analysis and alignment of web-casting text and video content, which has the advantage of low computational load and high detection accuracy. As shown in the semantic analysis module illustrated in Fig. 1 , a text event is first detected from the web-casting text and time stamp indicating when the event occurs in the game is obtained. Then, the game time is recognized in the video and the moment when the event occurs in the video is detected by linking the time stamp from text event to the related game time in the video. Based on the event moment, the whole event sequence is detected from video using shot type identification and finite state machine modeling. All the attack events are extracted using the same way and the far-view shots in the detected events are aggregated for tactic analysis.
A. Web-Casting Text Analysis
The web-casting text [22] serves as text broadcasting for sports games. As shown in Fig. 2 , the text describes the event happened in a game with a time stamp and brief description such as type and development of event, etc., which are very difficult to be obtained directly from the video using previous approaches.
In the web-casting text, each type of event features one or several unique nouns, such as "Goal" and "Headed in" for score event. This is because the web-casting text is tagged by sports professionals and has fixed structures. By detecting these nouns, the sentence relevant to certain event can be identified from the web-casting text. We define these nouns as "event keywords" and use software dtSearch [23] to detect them. dtSearch provides stemming, phonic, fuzzy and Boolean searching options to achieve better performance than simple word matching [24] .
Considering the context of event occurrence in the soccer video, we define the attack events of soccer game as the combination of four subevent categories including "goal," "shot," "corner," and "free kick." Therefore, the keywords detection for the attack events is equivalent to the keywords detection of the four subevents. Table II lists the keywords detected using dtSearch's grammar. Note that these four events are not always exclusive, but sometimes rather overlap with each other. For instance, a "goal" event is also a "free kick." However, as most web-casting text sources contain a precise description of each type of event, we can accurately distinguish them. The detected events by keywords searching in the web-casting text are referred to as text events.
B. Game Time Recognition
In broadcast soccer videos, a video clock is usually used to indicate the game lapsed time. Since the time stamp in the text event is associated with the game time, knowing the clock time will help us to locate the event moment in the video. Referring to the event moment, the event boundary can be detected. As shown in Fig. 3 , the digital clock is overlaid on the video with other texts such as the team names and the scores. We exploit a novel approach to read the video clock by recognizing the clock digits using a few techniques related to the transition patterns of the clock [25] . Compared with the traditional methods, this approach is able to achieve the real time performance and the result is more reliable.
Our algorithm first locates the static overlaid region by static region detection. The region of interest for character is then detected using connected component analysis. Temporal neighboring pattern similarity (TNPS) is used as the most critical feature to locate the digits. Since the clock digits are changing periodically, for each region of interest in a character, we observe its TNPS sequence which is defined as follows: (1) where is the binarized image pixel value in position is the frame number in the sequence, is the character region, and is XOR operation. If the change of TNPS pattern follows the time-changing regulation, the character is considered as a clock digit.
After the clock digits are located, we observe the TEN-SECOND digit pattern change using the TNPS. At the time when the pattern change happens, we extract the pattern templates of digit "0" to "9" from the SECOND digit region of interest automatically. Since the extracted digits may vary along time due to the low quality of the video, we extract a few templates for the same digit character. For every frame, each clock digit is matched against the templates. The matching score of numeric character is calculated as follows. (2) where is the binarized image pixel value in position for the th template of numeric character is the binarized image pixel value in position for the digit character to be recognized, and is the region of interest of the digit character. When is the template for a flat region without any character. The clock digits on every frame are recognized with a best match. The details of game time recognition can be found in [25] .
C. Text/Video Alignment
After recognizing the game time, we can detect the event moment in the video by linking the time stamp in the text event to the game time in the video. In order to extract the entire event from the video, we use video structure analysis and finite state machine (FSM) to detect the event boundaries.
With the empirical observation, the duration of the most events in broadcast soccer video lasts between 20 to 60 s. Based on the detected event moment in the video, we define a temporal range containing the event moment and detect event boundary within this range. The basic idea is first to locate the clusters of successive gradual shot transitions in the video as candidate segment boundaries for significant game moments and then decide the accurate event boundaries using finite state machine. In the approach, the mean absolute differences (MAD) of successive frame gray level pixels are computed as the features of abrupt shot changes and the multiple pair-wise MAD is used for gradual shot change. With the obtained shot boundary, shot classification is conducted using a majority voting of frame view types identified within a single shot to generate a classification sequence as (3) where is the start boundary type, is the shot type, is the end boundary type, and is the total number of shots. The view type is identified using the dominant color analysis, where the field color is dominant in far-view and is not dominant in non-far-view contrastively. Once the shot classification sequence is generated, finite state machine is employed to detect the event boundaries. FSM has been proved to be robust in modeling temporal transition patterns and has the advantage of without training process. More details of event boundary detection can be found in [10] .
IV. TACTIC INFORMATION EXTRACTION AND REPRESENTATION
In this section, we present a method of video representation in the tactic context. We extract the multi-object (players and ball) trajectories and the active field regions in the attack events as the tactic information to construct the tactic representation of video content.
A. Multi-Object Trajectories Acquisition 1) Player Detection and Tracking:
In our previous work [26] , we proposed a multi-object detection and tracking approach. In this paper, we improved the previous work and applied it to player detection and tracking in the far-view shots of the attack events in soccer videos. Compared with previous work [26] , there are two major improvements: 1) an adaptive Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [27] is used in playfield detection to increase the accuracy of object detection, and 2) probabilistic support vector classification (PSVC) [33] is integrated into the framework of support vector regression (SVR) particle filter for the construction of proposal distribution to eliminate the mutual occlusion among the players.
The flowchart of player detection and tracking algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . Playfield detection is first conducted using an adaptive Gaussian mixture color model with the evidence that the playfield pixels are the dominant components in most of the frames of a far-view shot. Compared with traditional GMM, the adaptive GMM can update mixture model parameters by incremental expectation maximization (IEM) algorithm which enables the model to adapt to the playfield variation with time. Moreover, online training is performed which is able to save the buffer space for the samples of GMM training. The effectiveness of adaptive GMM for playfield detection has been demonstrated in [27] . The regions inside the extracted field are considered as the player candidates. Then, recognition module based on traditional deterministic support vector classification (SVC) [32] is employed to eliminate the non-player candidates using the color histograms of the regions. For each of the selected player regions, if it is identified as a new appeared player, a tracker is assigned. A filtering based tracker called support vector regression (SVR) particle filter keeps tracking player in the frames. PSVC based improvement is exploited to solve the problem of player occlusion. After each tracking interaction, the player disappearance module using SVC recognition model evaluates whether the currently tracked player leaves the scene. If it does, the corresponding tracker is released. During the tracking process, the color histogram of the target region is employed to identify the team affiliation of the tracked player.
The integration of support vector machine and particle filter enhances the power of particle filter based tracker from two perspectives. On the one hand, for the tracking algorithm based on particle filter, the key points are the likelihood computation of the different hypothesis observations and the high computational intensity with large number of samples. SVR particle filter integrates support vector regression into sequential Monte Carlo framework to solve these problems and has been demonstrated to be effective [26] . On the other hand, we use PSVC to improve the tracking performance in the case of player occlusion.
It is well known that the choice of proposal distribution is a crucial issue for particle filter tracker design. It has been widely accepted that the proposal distribution which incorporates the recent observation outperforms naïve transition prior proposal considerably [28] , where and are the state vectors at time and respectively. To eliminate the occlusion problem which is motivated by boosted particle filter [29] , [30] , we construct the proposal distribution using a mixture model that incorporates information from the dynamic models of each player and the detection hypotheses generated by PSVC. PSVC can extract probability distribution from deterministic SVC outputs. The insight of this improvement is to predict the samples to the critical areas of the object distribution. Note that the PSVC detection scenario here is not based on the color information used in player detection but the cascade Haar features proposed in [31] . The representation for the proposal distribution is given by the following mixture. (4) where is the probability distribution given by the PSVC detection, is denoted as the state vectors up to time and is similar to the observations. Fig. 5 shows the proposal distribution defined by (4) which is similar to the illustration in [29] . The Haar features are the part-based representation, which are locally extracted from the image of the player region. PSVC detection using Haar features is therefore able to locate the player under the conditions that the player is occluded partly and crossed over shortly. Consequently, the enhanced proposal distribution with the incorporation of PSVC detection is able to propagate the samples to the areas with high probability of player appearance even under the conditions of cross over and occlusion. In (4), the parameter can be set dynamically without affecting the convergence of the particle filter. When , our algorithm reduces to the original SVR particle filter. By decreasing , we place more importance on PSVC detection. We can adapt the value of depending on tracking situations including cross over, collision, and occlusion. By the tradeoff analysis for three conditions in the experiments, we set to be 0.7. More detailed information abut the work of mixture proposal distribution for particle filter can be found in [29] , [30] .
Other minor improvements are exploited to enhance the power of the tracking algorithm: 1) a second order autoregression model is adopted as the dynamics model to replace the first order model in [26] , 2) a global nearest neighbor data association technique [30] is used to correctly associate SVC detection with the existing trackers, and 3) PSVC detection is used to maintain the robustness of the observation model to stabilize the trajectories of the targets for reliable movements.
2) Ball Detection and Tracking: The challenges of ball detection and tracking in broadcast video are due to the following issues: 1) the ball's attributes (color, shape, size and velocity etc.) change over frame, 2) the ball becomes a long blurred strip when it moves fast, 3) the ball is sometimes occluded by players, merged with lines, or hidden in the auditorium, 4) many other objects are similar to the ball, such as some regions of the players and some white line segments in the playfield, of which the positions in the frames constitute the multiple hypotheses of ball locations.
To solve the above-mentioned challenges, a new method is proposed by enhancing our previous work [34] . Fig. 6 illustrates the diagram of our method. It is composed of two alternate procedures including detection and tracking. For ball detection, color, shape and size information are first used to extract candidate regions in each frame. Then, a weighted graph is constructed with each node representing a candidate and each edge linking two candidates in the adjacent frames. The number of adjacent frames utilized for the graph construction can be set empirically, e.g., five frames in our experiments. The Viterbi algorithm is applied to extract the optimal path which is the most likely to be ball path and locations. Such method can enhance the robustness of ball detection because it holds multiple hypotheses of ball locations. Once the ball is detected, the tracking procedure based on SVR particle filter and template matching is started. SVR particle filter and the template are initialized using detection results. In each frame, ball location is verified to update the template to check if the ball is lost. If the ball is lost, the detection runs again.
The trajectory interpolation [35] is employed as the post-processing to solve the situation where the ball is occluded or it is out of the camera view temporarily. Let and be two obtained ball trajectories. Let and be the indexes of the last frame in and the first frame in , respectively. We compute the ball locations between and using Kalman estimator from two directions if where is set to be the half of the frame rate (frame-per-second) of broadcast video, e.g., .
B. Aggregate Trajectory Computation
Aggregate trajectory is a compact tactic representation for broadcast soccer video, which is built upon multi-object (players and ball) trajectories using mosaic technique and temporal-spatial analysis. In previous approaches [20] , [21] , the tactic representation was extracted from the trajectories labeled by human or computer simulation. These labeled/simulated data correspond to the locations of the players in the real soccer field and are easy for interaction analysis among the players. However, broadcast video normally contains frequent camera motion and severe object occlusion in the video sequence which leads to more difficulties for interaction analysis from extracted trajectories. Therefore, we need to construct an effective tactic representation for broadcast video to facilitate tactic analysis. Aggregate trajectory is such a representation which can be obtained using video mosaic and temporal-spatial interaction analysis. 
1) Mosaic Trajectory Computation:
Mosaic trajectories are generated by transforming the actual trajectories extracted from the broadcast video sequence into a common coordinate space to eliminate camera motions in the video sequence using mosaic technique. The common mosaic technique is based on global motion estimation.
Global motion estimation (GME) [36] is used to establish the mapping between the spatial coordinates in two successive video frames. Using the homogeneous representation, represents a point in Euclidean space. Given two points and , where denotes the coordinate of an object in frame and denotes the coordinate of the same object in frame , the mapping between and is represented as (5) where is the mapping matrix from frame to frame obtained by GME.
Given a video sequence of an event where is the th frame, , and is the total number of the frames, one trajectory in the event is where is the position of the object tracked in frame . Considering (5) and the temporal relation of the frames, we can therefore warp each into the uniform coordinate of frame as follows: (6) where is the mapping position of , both of which are represented in homogenous coordinate for . Consequently, all the trajectories in the event are warped into the coordinate space of frame , which is essentially a common coordinate space.
Once the mosaic trajectories of all the players and the ball are computed, the motions in broadcast video caused by camera behavior can be treated as being removed. The mosaic trajectories correspond to the loci of the players and the ball captured by a fixed camera, which can be used as the input of the following temporal-spatial interaction analysis among multiple objects.
2) Temporal and Spatial Interaction Analysis:
The insight of aggregate trajectory is to capture the interaction relationship among the players and the ball in a compact representation. Ball trajectory is the key component in tactic analysis because all the tactic strategies in the soccer game will be finally conducted on the ball. In soccer game, the most two important interactions among the players and the ball are ball-passing and ball-dribbling. The temporal-spatial interaction analysis is to select the segments of passing (which correspond to the ball trajectories) and dribbling (which correspond to the dribbling-player trajectories) from the mosaic trajectories and then concatenate the selected segments into a new locus representation called aggregate trajectory.
As shown in Fig. 7 , an attack event can be structured into one or more play periods. We can classify the periods into two categories, passing period and dribbling period, which correspond to the two interactions in the soccer game respectively. Each period can be further partitioned into several temporal intervals with smooth and continuous object trajectories. In our previous work [12] , we employed a deterministic method based on the similarity metrics in terms of distance and shape between the segments of each player and ball trajectory in the temporal interval to generate the aggregate trajectory. For passing period, the ball trajectory is selected as the component of the aggregate trajectory and the satisfying results were achieved using the previous approach due to the deterministic attribute of the ball trajectory existing in the entire event process. Compared with passing period, the analysis of dribbling period is more challenging because multitrajectory segments corresponding to the multiple players are involved and one segment needs to be selected in each interval. In practice, the deterministic method is sensitive to the noise in the data of multiple trajectories due to the tracking errors thus may result in the false segment selection.
To enhance the robustness of the analysis for dribbling period, we formulate the problem into a probabilistic framework based on multiple hypotheses estimation and temporal structure analysis of trajectory segments. In dribbling period, the multitrajectory segments with the correspondent similarity evaluation values constitute the multiple hypotheses for the components of the aggregate trajectory, where each hypothesis can be viewed as being selected with a probability (similarity value) of occurrence. In our previous method [12] , only the spatial relationship (distance and shape) is considered. Considering that trajectory is the time-series data, the temporal relationship among the trajectory segments in the intervals within a dribbling period is investigated and modeled by a weighted graph in this paper. Fig. 8 shows the flowchart of aggregate trajectory generation based on the temporal-spatial analysis.
Let us denote the set of mosaic trajectories for a given attack event is where is the trajectory of the ball and is the trajectory of the th player, represents that each element is the time-series data. For each trajectory in MT, Gaussian filter is first applied to eliminate the noise in the trajectory. Then, the trajectories are uniformly partitioned into the segments using an equally temporal interval (e.g., ). To generate the aggregate trajectory, two alternative steps are conducted. A deterministic method based on the similarity evaluation in terms of spatial metrics (distance and shape of the trajectory segments) is employed to identify the passing period and dribbling period. For the interval of passing period, the segment of the ball trajectory is selected as the component of the aggregate trajectory. Otherwise, a probabilistic graph modeling method is employed to select the optimal player trajectory segment to generate the aggregate trajectory in the dribbling period.
a) Passing Period Process Using Deterministic Method:
As shown in Fig. 9 , the distance between the dribbling-player and the ball is nearer in a temporal interval of the ball-dribbling period. Moreover, the shape of trajectories of the player and the ball is similar because the player and the ball are followed the similar route on the field in the interval. However, such observation is not guaranteed in the ball-passing period (including the case that the player passes the ball or the player uncontrolles the ball).
For temporal interval , we define two similarity measures and for the trajectory segments of the ball and the th player in terms of distance and shape respectively, where is the number of the objects in interval . Given and where and represent the object positions in the trajectory, is the number of included positions, is defined as (7) where is the Euclidean distance for and in space, and is a normalization constant ensuring . is computed on the spatial curvature of 2-D curve given by (8) where and are the -and -axes projections of the point in the trajectory, , and are the first-and second-order derivatives of and by , respectively. According to (8) , we can calculate the curvature sequences and for and where is the number of positions. The is then computed as (9) where denotes the absolute value of is a constant to normalize the exponential in the range of 0 and 1. Using and , we define the similarity metric as (10) and obtain the which is the maximum of all the . If where is a predefined threshold, the ball is identified to be passing and the trajectory segment is selected as the component of the aggregate trajectory in interval .
b) Dribbling Period Process Using Probabilistic Graph
Modeling: According to (10) , if , the interval is identified belonging to a dribbling period. A weighted graph is constructed and the Viterbi algorithm is used to select the optimal player trajectory segment to generate the component of the aggregate trajectory. Fig. 10 shows the illustration of the graph modeling and optimal segment selection.
In Fig. 10 , each graph node represents a player trajectory segment with spatial evaluation metric in interval . The value is set as the node weight of , which can be treated as the probability of to be selected. Meanwhile each edge is assigned a weight considering the temporal structure of the dribbling period. With our empirical observation, the two successive dribbling segments have similar velocities because of the motion inertia of the players in the process of ball-dribbling. In addition, the linking distance, which is the length of the linking part between two segments in the successive intervals as shown in Fig. 11 , is employed to guarantee the smoothness and continuity of the aggregate trajectory. Thus, two similarity measures and are defined in terms of velocity and linking distance among the segments in two successive intervals, respectively. Given and where and are the player positions in the trajectories, is defined as (11) where represents the velocity of position calculated as the first-order derivative of and is a constant to normalize . To calculate , we use a similar method to the post-processing of ball detection and tracking. For and and are the last and the first positions of the trajectory segments, respectively. is computed as (12) where is the Euclidean distance of and is a normalization constant which is similar to . Based on and , the weight of graph edge is defined as follows: (13) The insight of trajectory segment selection based on graph model is to find the optimal path with the maximum joint probability over the time steps in the graph and select the segments represented by the nodes on the optimal path. Finding the optimal path of a graph is a typical dynamic programming problem. The Viterbi algorithm [37] is employed to extract it based on the constructed graph. The algorithm is described in Fig. 12 . Let be the optimal path ending at the th node in interval , the notations in Fig. 12 are then explained as follows. is the sum of the nodes and edges weights along is the index linking to the node in interval on is the optimal path and is the optimal trajectory segment selected as the component of the aggregate trajectory in interval of the dribbling period.
With all the selected trajectory segments, the aggregate trajectory is generated by concatenating the segments according to the order of corresponding temporal indexes. Note that if the aggregate trajectory is ended by the ball trajectory, we ignore this last ball trajectory and delete it from the aggregate trajectory. This is because the last ball trajectory represents the locus of the ball conducted by the attacker with shot-on-goal action or out-of-field. It is different from the ball trajectory segment which has both the sender and receiver. It only has the sender which therefore does not reflect the interaction relationship among the players. Fig. 13 shows an example of the aggregate trajectory.
C. Play Region Sequence Generation
Play region is another crucial feature for tactic analysis, especially for route pattern identification. In our implementation [38] , the field is divided into 15 areas as shown in Fig. 14(a) . Symmetrical regions in the field are given the same labels thus resulting in six labels in Fig. 14(b) .
We extract following three features for the identification. 1) Field line location which is represented in polar coordinates where and are the th radial and angular coordinates respectively and is the total number of lines. 2) Goalmouth location which is represented by the central point where and are the -and -axes coordinates. 3) Central circle location which is represented by the central point where and are the -and -axes coordinates.
To detect the play region, we employ a competition network (CN) using the three shape features described above. The CN consists of 15 dependent classifier nodes, each node representing one area of the field as shown in Fig. 14 . The 15 nodes compete among each other, and the accumulated winning node is identified as the play region. The input of the CN is the individual frames in an attack event. The operation manner of CN is shown in the Fig. 15 . The input of the identification method is the video sequence and the output is the labeled sequence of the play regions. Finally, the play region sequence is generated by concatenating all the identified field labels according to the frame indexes.
V. TACTIC PATTERN ANALYSIS
Based on our understanding and discussion with soccer professionals, the tactic patterns used in the attack events in the soccer game can be summarized into two categories: route pattern which is related to the attack route in the soccer field and interaction pattern which is related to the cooperative interaction among the players and the ball. These two categories are independent because the tactic patterns in each category are analyzed and discovered from different tactic perspectives. A pattern in one category can also be a pattern in another category. For example, a route pattern (e.g., side-attack) can also be an interaction pattern (dribbling-attack). Tactic pattern analysis is conducted based on the tactic representations (play region sequence and aggregate trajectory) and the tactic domain knowledge in the soccer game.
A. Route Pattern Recognition
Route pattern can be classified into side attack and central attack by the inference using play region sequence identified from the video sequence of the attack event.
Given the video sequence of an attack event where is the th frame, the corresponding play region sequence is where is the identified active field label of frame . The vote that contributes to for the pattern classification is defined as (14) where is the function of the pattern classification for a play region based on the region label shown in Fig. 14(b) (15)
The final route pattern RP of the attack event is determined by (16) Because there are two pattern categories, the equal sign is assigned for the side attack so as to avoid the occurrence of marginal classification. This is reasonable due to our observation that there are more side attacks than center attacks in the soccer game.
B. Interaction Pattern Recognition
To effectively capture the tactic insight of an attack, the interaction pattern recognition is hierarchized into a coarse-to-fine structure. As shown in Fig. 1 , two coarse categories are first classified and four patterns are then identified elaborately. 
1) Coarse Analysis for Pattern Recognition:
At coarse step, the interaction pattern is classified into cooperative pattern and individual pattern. The cooperative pattern is defined as the tactics used in the attack event where the attack is carried out by multiple players via ball passing, and the individual pattern is defined as the tactics where the attack is carried out by only one player. The recognition is conducted on the aggregate trajectory of the attack event.
Given the aggregate trajectory computed from the attack event where is the trajectory segment, we can define the criteria for the coarse classification as (17) where function is defined as (18) , shown at the bottom of the page. Consequently, we can classify the interaction pattern of the attack event at the coarse level as (19) , shown at the bottom of the page. 
2) Fine Analysis for Pattern Recognition:
More elaborated interaction patterns are discovered at the fine level for cooperative attack and individual attack. The definitions of the fine patterns to be recognized are listed in Table I . a) Recognition for Cooperative Attack: For cooperative attack, we categorize the patterns into unhindered-attack and interceptive-attack according to whether there is ball-interception during the process of the attack. Given the aggregate trajectory AT of a cooperative attack, the subset of AT is extracted which only consists of player trajectories where is the trajectory segment. The elaborated criteria for cooperative attack recognition at the fine step is defined as (20) where is the Kronecker delta function, is the function to identify the team affiliation (team 1 or team 2) for segment based on the color histogram extracted from the tracked player region in the process of player detection and tracking. Therefore, we can classify the cooperative attack as follows: (21) b) Recognition for Individual Attack: The individual attack is classified into direct-attack and dribbling-attack according to the ball-dribbling occurrence in the attack process. Direct-attack mainly corresponds to the penalty or free kick, while dribbling-attack corresponds to the attack with ball-dribbling. To differentiate two patterns, hypothesis testing is conducted on the spatial distribution of the aggregate trajectory.
By the observation as shown in Fig. 16(a) and (c), the spatial positions of the aggregate trajectory of direct-attack subject to a line distribution compared with dribbling-attack. This observation is further verified by projecting the trajectory into the 2-D space as shown in Fig. 16(b) and (d) . Such evidence is easily demonstrated by the process of two patterns in the real game. For penalty/free kick, the player usually runs a short distance directly to the ball and shot-on-goal with the result that the trajectory in the spatial space is approximately a line. However, for dribbling-attack, the player has to dribble the ball to avoid the defensive players which leads to a flexuous trajectory. The individual pattern recognition is conducted using hypothesis testing based approach.
Given the aggregate trajectory , we use the average accumulative error test to determine whether the spatial distribution of the AT is similar to a line. Therefore, we have two hypotheses: (22) where and are the sets of -and -axes projections of the points in the trajectory which and are the parameters for the line fitting of the underlying trajectory data. We first use the least square method [39] to estimate the line fitting function . Then, the average accumulative error (AE) for the given AT is calculated as follows: (23) According to (23), AE is larger when and are not fitted to a line distribution. Thus, we can classify the individual attack as follows: (24) where thres is a predefined error threshold which is set to be 5 in the experiments.
VI. TACTIC MODE PRESENTATION
With the analyzed results, two issues need to be considered for the information presentation in a tactic mode: 1) the presentation should be provided clearly and concisely so that the users can easily understand the tactic strategies used in the game, and 2) the presentation should provide essentially usable information so that the users can make further strategic analysis according to their personal requirement. The following information extracted from our tactic analysis is selected for the presentation in the tactic mode.
• Time stamp for event occurrence which is obtained from the web-casting text analysis.
• Team labels in terms of offensive and defensive which is extracted from web-casting text. • Interaction pattern (two categories at coarse and fine levels respectively) which is classified by interaction pattern recognition. The basic principle of information selection in our approach is to present a comprehensive summary for the game in the tactic context.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approaches, we conducted the experiments on the video data of To obtain the ground truth of the test data in terms of semantic category and tactic pattern, we invited five soccer professionals who are very familiar to the game events and soccer tactics to manually select and annotate the game video by a voting scheme, in which the semantic and tactic categories with the majority votes are labeled to the selected event. Two criteria were considered in the event selection and tactic annotation. Firstly, since generally the longer duration the event persists the more comprehensive scenario the event presents, the segment of the selected event is expected as long as possible to keep the event integrity. Secondly, since various tactic scenarios are applied to World Cup games, the diversity of the tactic scenarios annotated in the selected events is expected to be included as much as possible to cover all the game strategies. Finally, we manually selected 1235 attack events from all the matches. The details about the selected events with respects to semantic categories and tactic patterns are listed in Tables III and IV , respectively. The manual annotation was adopted as the ground truth for the comparison with the results of automatic analysis. Half data of each event category were selected as the training set to construct the SVC/PSVC models for player trajectories acquisition and optimize the parameter values configured in the proposed approach. Then, the experimental evaluation was conducted on all the data.
A. Performance of Attack Event Detection
To assess the suitableness of the automatically extracted event, we used the boundary detection accuracy (BDA) [10] to measure the detected event boundary compared with the manually labeled ground truth, where BDA is defined as (25) where and are the automatically detected event boundary and the manually labeled event boundary, respectively. The higher the BDA score, the better the performance. Table V lists the evaluation of our proposed method with the BDA scores for four semantic event categories. It is observed that the performance of free kick events is lower than other events. This is because our selected web-casting text usually includes other event, e.g., foul, before the free kick event, and thus the extracted time stamp is not accurate, which affects the alignment accuracy.
B. Performance of Tactic Information Extraction 1) Results of Multi-Object Detection and Tracking:
The performance evaluation of multi-object detection and tracking was conducted on the video sequences of all the selected events according to four interaction patterns. The interaction relationship in the video, such as player-player occlusion and player-ball occlusion, can be employed as the challenging test bed for multiobject detection and tracking to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The detailed experimental statistics for object (player and ball) detection and tracking are listed in Table VI.  In Table VI , SOPs means sum of players appeared in all the frames, e.g., if three players in the first frame and four players in the second frame, then SOPs is seven. Similarly, SOBs which is the abbreviation of sum of balls is defined for the evaluation of ball detection and tracking.
As shown in Table VI , the object detection and tracking method achieves average precision/recall of 83.7%/88.1% for the player and 88.4%/85.1% for the ball. The incorrect detection and tracking results are due to several reasons: 1) the player region is sometimes so small that it is falsely treated as noise in the background, 2) the player region in the frame is very close to the caption, logo, or mark lines in the field that may lead to its merger with the adjacent region when performing post-processing after playfield detection, 3) the ball is totally occluded by the players or merged with the mark lines which may lead to incapable detection, and 4) the socks of players or the mark line segments are sometimes most likely to be the ball resulting in the false detection and tracking.
A comparison with our previous tracking method [26] was also carried out on the same video data. Table VI summarizes the comparative results. From this comparison, it can be seen that the precision/recall evaluation of the four interaction patterns are increased from 3.5%/2.8% to 14.8%/10.4%, especially for interceptive-attack which the increment of accuracy achieves 14.8%/10.4%. In the scenes of interceptive-attacks, there are many occlusions among the players due to the defensive tackle and body check. Using the enhanced tracking approach, such problem is solved effectively and the remarkable result is achieved. For the other three patterns, the mechanism of proposal distribution construction by integrating PSVC improves the robustness of previous approach and achieves satisfying results. 
2) Results of Play Region Identification:
In this experiment, our active play region identification method was used to recognize the play region in each frame as illustrated in Fig. 14(b) . The result was then compared with our manually identified region labels and the accuracy is listed in Table VII . It is noted that the detection accuracy for region 3 and 4 are low compared with other labels. This is because that these field regions have fewer cues than the other regions, e.g., it does not have field lines or goalmouth or central circle. The lack of distinct information thus results in poor accuracy. This agrees with our previous work in [38] .
C. Performance of Tactic Pattern Recognition
1) Results of Route Pattern Recognition:
Using the proposed route pattern recognition, we classified 1235 attack events into two clusters. We calculated Recall and Precision to quantitatively evaluate the performance, which are defined as (26) (27) where for each pattern, is the number of attacks correctly recognized, is the number of missed attacks, and is the number of attacks false-alarmed. Table VIII shows the recognition results.
2) Results of Interaction Pattern Recognition:
The performance of interaction pattern recognition is evaluated using all the attack events. Multiple trajectories of the players and the ball were extracted to construct the aggregate trajectory. The coarse and fine criteria were computed according to (19) , (21) , and (24) . The metrics and defined in (26) and (27) were used to evaluate the performance. The results for the recognition of coarse and fine tactic patterns are listed in Tables IX and  X, respectively. It is observed from Tables IX and X that the performance of the proposed tactic analysis approach is promising. The key issues affecting the recognition results in terms of coarse and fine patterns can be summarized from two perspectives. 1) The robustness of multi-object detection and tracking: Although we enhance the performance of the object detection and tracking approach, there still exist some conditions that the occlusion among the objects is so severe that even the human cannot identify the affiliation of the individual trajectory.
2) The accumulative error of mosaic transform: Mosaic trajectory computation is employed to eliminate the camera motion in broadcast video based on global motion estimation. However, GME is an optimization process which will produce the error at each time step. The error accumulation will be magnified when the GME mapping matrices are used in the long-term transform. Consequently, the computed mosaic trajectory does not reflect the insight of the movement of the players and the ball.
In addition, the comparison between graph based approach and previous deterministic approach [12] was conducted on the data set of goal events. As shown in Table XI , the results of four patterns using graph based approach are all improved compared with the deterministic approach. This can be explained as follows. 1) As noted in the previous sections, multi-object detection and tracking is the fundamental task to obtain the trajectories of the players and the ball for the tactic representation construction. In this paper, the existing object tracking method is enhanced to eliminate the mutual occlusion among the objects which improves the tracking result. 2) The graph modeling is introduced for the trajectory temporal-spatial analysis to construct the aggregate trajectory. Graph model holds the multiple hypotheses of the candidates of the components of the aggregate trajectory and the Viterbi algorithm considers the temporal structure to select the optimal trajectory segments, both of which increase the robustness of aggregate trajectory construction.
D. Tactic Mode Presentation User Study
The objective of this user study is to evaluate the applicability of the tactic pattern presentation with the selected information. To carry out the evaluation, we employed a subjective user study [40] as there is no objective measure available to evaluate the quality of a presentation fashion.
Five professionals who selected and annotated the attack events in the game videos were invited in the subjective study. Of the five people, two are soccer coaches and three are soccer players who have more than five-year team training and four-year professional game playing experience respectively. All the subjects have rich knowledge of the tactic strategies used in the soccer game. To conveniently facilitate the study, we designed a program for attack event browsing and tactic information presentation. Note that the subjects can choose four different types of trajectories to watch including only the trajectories of offensive players, only the trajectories of defensive players, only the ball trajectory and all the trajectories of players and ball.
In the study, the subjects were asked to score the presented tactic information according to the following three criterions.
• Conciseness: all the information presented is necessary without tedious content.
• Clarity: the information presented is explicit and easy to be understood.
• Usability: the information can be used for the further analysis and benefits for the later training and games. Five scales are given for the score corresponding to better (5), good (4), common (3), bad (2), and worse (1). For each criterion, the average value of the scores is the final evaluation. Table XII shows the result of subjective evaluation. It can be seen that the average evaluation results are 4.26, 4.38, and 4.56 for three criteria respectively. This demonstrates that our tactic presentation modal is accepted by the soccer professionals.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Compared with semantic analysis, tactics analysis provides more tactic insight of sports game but so far little work has been devoted to this topic. In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to discover the tactic patterns from the attack events in broadcast soccer video.
As a team sports, the cooperation among the players and the interaction among the players and the ball characterize the tactic patterns used in the soccer game. Accordingly, two tactic representations, which are aggregate trajectory and play region sequence, are constructed based on the multiple trajectories of the players and the ball and active field locations to discover the tactic insight of the game. The tactic clues are extracted from two representations to conduct the pattern analysis of the attack events. The patterns are classified as route pattern and interaction pattern in which more elaborated tactic scenarios are analyzed. We carried out the experiments on the selected attack events from FIFA World Cup 2006. The results demonstrate that our approach is effective.
To the best of our knowledge, our tactic analysis approach is the first solution for the soccer game based on broadcast video. Several issues will be further studied in our future work. Besides the visual tracking exploited in our approach, the acquisition of object trajectory can be achieved by sensor or infrared based methods. Therefore, object trajectory is one kind of the generic features for the team sports. The tactic representation and information extracted from the trajectory is general for tactics analysis of team sports. In future work, the proposed tactic representation and temporal-spatial interaction analysis will be applied to mining more tactic patterns in soccer games. In addition, the current approach will be extended to other team sports video such as hockey and American football.
